CRYOGENIC TANK SERVICES (CTS)

Hydraulic and Pneumatic Hose Assemblies

Hydraulic and Pneumatic hose assemblies used to deliver liquid or gas at pressure for either the assistance of power or transfer

**Features:**
- Standard BSP (fm), Crowsfeet, Weco connections with joiners available.
- Supplied in various flexible lengths.
- Working Pressures available up to 26,100psi.
- Suitable for hydraulic and gas applications.
- Visual Checked and Pressure tested (certificate supplied) for every rental.
- Heavy duty.

- Brief Hose specification (specific data sheet available on request):
  - Airlines ¾” bore Anti-Static hose assy, weather resistance .. **M.W.P 175psi**
  - Transfer 2” bore oil resistant 2SN hose assy, pressure lines, fuel oil, water .. **M.W.P. 1160psi**
  - 4SP ½” bore oil resistant hose assy , hydraulic fluids, water, gas .. **M.W.P 6000psi**
  - Polyflex high pressure ¼” bore hose assy, hydraulic fluids, water, gas .. **M.W.P 10,000psi**
  - Polyflex ultra high pressure ¼” bore hose assy, hydraulic fluids, water, gas .. **M.W.P 26,100psi**